


ALPHA
OVERVIEW
ALPHA PROTOCOL
IS FUTURE OF DEFI 

Alpha Protocol is an The First Lock To Earn With Dual 
Rewards, auto-staking and auto-compounding 
decentralised protocol, providing investors with an APY FIX  
99,999.99% and BUSD Reward 10%. The contract uses an 
anti-dump shield to protect your investment and the 
sustainability of the protocol. 

The ultimate safeguard against pump and dumps. Our 
forefront is to maintain a sustainable rewards model, while 
also providing investors with trust. Utilities will further build 
the ecosystem and provide inherent value.

ALPHA PROTOCOL is designed to provide a decentralized 
financial asset that rewards users with a sustainable 
compound interest model. 

With Alpha Autostaking Protocol or AAP, a new financial 
protocol that makes betting easier, and provides $ALPHA 
token holders the highest stable returns in crypto AAP 
provides ALPHAPRO token staking and automatic 
compounding features, and highest Fixed APY in the market 
99,999.99% daily ROI (Return on Investment) of 1.87%.



FIXED APY

Fluctuating APY means you never 
know how many tokens you will 
receive. Other DeFi protocols pay 
high APY which can fluctuate up to 
90% in a day. AAP pays $ALPHAPRO 
holders a fixed rate of 1.87%.daily 
or compounding 99,999.99%, per 
annum, which is top in the 
industry.

BUSD REWARD

$ALPHA is the first token in BSC to 
combine both forms of automatic 
passive rewards and high APY 
yields in one token. your daily 
entries in BUSD are highly 
dependent on the daily volume 
and the holder gets passive 
income of 10% BUSD of the 
$ALPHA trading volume.

FAST REBASE
REWARDS

Another popular staking protocol 
pays out a rebasing reward every 8 
Hours which means if you want to 
cancel a bet you have to set a time 
to get the max reward. Alpha 
Auto-staking protocol pays out 
every 30 minutes or 48 times daily, 
making it the fastest auto-staking 
protocol in crypto.



EASY
& SAFE

We provide autostaking right in your wallet when you buy 
$ALPHAPRO. No need to move your token to our website. 
From the moment you buy, you are staked, and set to 
receive rebase rewards. The easiest auto bet on DeFi. 

ALPHA
BURN

One of the interesting features of the Alpha Protocol is token 
burning system called “A-Burn" which prevents the circulating 
supply from getting out of control and getting out of control. 
With our ALPHA burn program, 20% Alocation from treasury is to 
buyback and Burn to dead wallet every week, so the total ALPHA 
supply will continuously deflate against your balance, while your 
balance continues to increase against the total ALPHA supply.

AAP uses a complex set of factors to support its rebase pricing 
and rewards. Our development team has coordinated all of these 
elements so that they work seamlessly behind the scenes. The 
result is a simple and elegant betting and reward system for 
$ALPHAPRO holders.

ANTI DUMP
MECHANISM

Just as ATM machines have a maximum daily withdrawal 
limit, ALPHA also has a maximum withdrawal limit for all 
holders, to prevent unnecessary dump. Investors cannot 
discard coins as they have a strict cashout limit of up to 5% 
per day.This stops the dump as investors cannot sell ALL of 
their tokens overnight.



ALPHA
PROTOCOL  
AUTO COMPOUNDING

The AAP AutoStake feature is a simple but advanced function called 
Buy-Hold-Get, which provides $ALPHAPRO holders with ultimate 
ease of use. Buy-Hold-Earn - By simply buying $ALPHAPRO and 
storing tokens in your wallet, you get rebase rewards straight to your 
wallet. Your token will increase every 30 minutes.

Using the Positive Rebase formula, ALPHAPRO enables daily token 
distribution which is directly proportional to the daily rebase reward, 
worth 1.87% of the total amount of $ALPHAPRO tokens stored in your 
wallet. Rebase rewards are distributed in every Epoch (rebase period) 
to all $ALPHAPRO holders. This means that without moving their 
tokens from their wallets, ALPHAPRO holders receive 99,999.00% 
compound interest annually.

Rebase Tokens are Tokens whose circulating supply expands 
or shrinks due to changes in token prices. This increase or 
decrease in supply works by a mechanism called rebasing. 
When a rebase occurs, the token supply is increased or 
decreased algorithmically, based on the current price of 
each token.

$ALPHAPRO leverages a positive rebase formula that 
increases token supply allowing holders to continue growing 
their tokens, just like in traditional staking protocols. 
However the use of auto-staking, auto-compounding, 
rebasing tokens eliminates the need to approve and 
traditionally stake your tokens.

How does the AutoStake feature work? Positive Rebasing



BUSD REWARD

An additional feature of the $ALPHA token is the provision of a BUSD Stablecoin 
passive reward . This reward is obtained directly from the transaction volume, not 
rebasing, and is distributed periodically in the form of BUSD. Your daily earnings 
in BUSD are highly dependent on the daily volume occurring in $ALPHA. 

Just hold is a way for $ALPHA holders to receive BUSD rewards, this means that 
holders don't have to sell their $ALPHA to take profits or, if they sell to take profits, 
they will sell less to realize their profits when added to the accumulated BUSD. So 
less selling pressure means better price support. $ALPHA is the first token in BSC 
to combine both forms of automatic passive rewards and high APY yields in one 
token. 

As you can see, your daily entries in BUSD are highly dependent on the daily 
volume and the holder gets passive income of 10% BUSD of the $ALPHA trading 
volume.

ALPHA
PROTOCOL  



PROTOCOL
ANTI-DUMP
MECHANISM

Just as ATM machines have a maximum daily withdrawal limit, ALPHA also has a 
maximum withdrawal limit for all holders, to prevent unnecessary 
dumps.Investors cannot discard coins as they have a strict cashout limit of up 
to 5% per day. This stops the dump as investors cannot sell ALL of their tokens 
overnight.

Instead, they need to sell in small amounts from time to time, keeping prices 
and charts stable and healthy. Safest Crypto Coin No one can throw ALL of 
their coins at the top due to the strict daily selling limit. Due to the new DeFi 
Anti - Dump Mechanism which automatically protects your investment when 
there is too much selling pressure. In every other coin this will crash but with 
ALPHA, the blockchain sets a sliding sale limit of 1-5% per day of the total 
tokens that can be sold.This means NO CRASH, healthy charts and stable 
prices. 

Unlike other coins, you will never see a dump with ALPHA, because of our ADM. 
There is a cash out limit of 1-5% per day of your total tokens.The anti-Dump 
mechanism works based on the current chart metrics to determine the daily 
draw limit.Our anti-dump mechanism creates happy loyal investors. Our ADM 
also enables Parabolic growth in our charts.Ultimately this maximizes your 
return on investment.You will achieve financial freedom, faster!



A A L E 
Alpha Auto
Liquidity Engine 

Market Liquidity is very important and plays an important role in 
enabling the buying & selling of $ALPHAPRO tokens on PancakeSwap. 
In layman's terms, think of Liquidity as a large pool of money divided 
50/50 between $ALPHAPRO tokens VS $BNB tokens. There is a 
conversion rate set to the amount of $ALPHAPRO you can earn with 
BNB, for example: 1 BNB = 5000 ALPHAPRO.

When someone buys a ALPHAPRO, the price per ALPHAPRO will go 
up and the above ratio will also change at the same time to take this 
into account. The same goes in the opposite direction to selling.

Liquidity allows anyone to buy & sell their ALPHAPRO/BNB at any 
time, however the less money/liquidity there is in the pool, the worse 
the price you get so what our ALPHAPRO Auto-Liquidity Engine 
(GALE) does, is add more liquidity to the pool itself and therefore 
solves that problem.

Every 48 hours our ALPHAPRO Auto-Liquidity Engine (AALE) will 
inject automated liquidity into the market. On every buy or sell 
order there is a 4% tax fee which is automatically deposited into the 
Auto-LP wallet and built into the smart contract our protocol is a 
mechanism that intelligently takes 50% of the ALPHAPRO amount 
stored in the wallet, and will automatically buy BNB at current 
market prices.

The remaining 50% of ALPHAPRO in the Auto-LP wallet will be used 
for the ALPHAPRO liquidity side, therefore giving a ALPHAPRO/BNB 
weight equal to 50/50 which will then be automatically added as 
new additional liquidity into the market pairs and increase the 
amount of liquidity in the pool.

AALE will do this every 48 hours by adding more and more liquidity 
to the pool which will allow $ALPHAPRO token holders to easily sell 
their tokens at any time with little or no market slippage. This will 
also help in maintaining the stability of the protocol to ensure APY 
is enforced for the entire life of ALPHAPRO.

Auto Liquidity

Here's how the ALPHAPRO Auto-Liquidity
Engine (AALE) works:



TREASURY
ALPHA Treasury

The Ministry of Finance plays a very important role in the AAP ALPHA protocol. It 
provides three functions that are critical to the growth and sustainability of ALPHA.

The treasury serves as additional financial support . This additional support can be 
important in the event of an extreme drop in the price of the $ALPHA token or an 
unexpected black-swan event. This helps to set the base value for the $ALPHA 
token.

The treasury can also be used to fund products, services, Buybacks to keep the 
charts healthy and new ALPHA projects that will develop and provide more value to 
the ALPHA community and provide funds for marketing.



N F T   
ALPHA NFT is a collection of 10,000 ALPHA Avatars. Each NFT is unique and lives on 
the Binance Smart Chain. With hundreds of artistic elements, each avatar is created 
and DESIGNED by ALPHA TEAM. The ALPHA NFT collection interacts uniquely with 
the ALPHA Protocol Ecosystem.

Other utilities from NFT holders will be very usable in the future because ALPHA 
PROTOCOL will build an ecosystem that can strengthen the community and provide 
passive income for the community and holders, especially ALPHA NFT holders which 
can be used for staking and generate reward coins for the ALPHA PROTOKOL 
ecosystem and project partners.



ALPHA
BURN

Thanks to ALPHA Protocol's innovative Burn program, every 
week, ! We burn more inventory than any other Rebase 
Coin!This percentage will grow over time based on . The burn 
calculation will be updated daily according to the number of 
holders and tokens held by each.The more that is traded, the 
more we burn, reducing the circulating supply and keeping the 
ALPHA Protocol stable.

Another benefit of burning the circulating supply is that due to 
its deflationary nature, it equates to a higher value of each 
$ALPHA token, there by increasing the individual value. With 
our ALPHA burn program, 20% Alocation from treasury is to 
buyback and Burn to dead wallet every week, so the total 
ALPHA supply will continuously deflate against your balance, 
while your balance continues to increase against the total 
ALPHA supply.

This built-in mechanism creates a true supply/demand metric 
to the ALPHA token as it gets rarer against your balance over 
time.In simple words, if you only hold ALPHAPRO , your share 
of total market cap will continue to increase. Even if the 
market cap doesn't grow (no new investors), the value of USD 
tokens in your wallet will still grow. If the market cap grows by 
having new investors, the value of your USD tokens will grow 
even more thanks to your shares/total supply increasing 
every week.

So you can follow the weekly burn. The burned tokens will 
be sent to the burn BSC address: 
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD





ROADMAP

PHASE 1
WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

WHITEPAPER

SMART CONTRACK – TESTNET

SOLIDITY FINANCE AUDIT

DEPLOYMENT DAPP

PHASE 2
MARKETING CAMPAIGN

DAPP V1 DASHBOARD

SMART CONTRACK – MAINNET

PRESALE ON PINKSALE

HOLDER 5.000

PHASE 3 PHASE 4

PHASE 5
LAUNCH APP WALLET

ON PLAYSTORE

CERTIK AUDIT

CEX LISTING

BUILD EKOSISTEM & PARTNERSHIP

HOLDER 100.000

PHASE 6
DEPLOYMENT ALPHA CEX

CROSS-CHAIN INTEGRATION

DEPLOYMENT BLOCKCHAIN

HOLDER 200.000

TO BE CONTINUED

·····

·
····

DAPP V2 DASHBOARD

NFT INTEGRATION

HOLDER 50.000
DEPLOYMENT WALLET
APP MOBILE

ALPHA DEX

····
·

MARKETING CAMPAIGN

COINMARKETCAP LISTING

COINGECKO LISTING

HOLDER 20.000

WEBSITE V.2

·····

·····

·····



ALOCATION SUPPLY

TOTAL SUPPLY
1.000.000

350.000
LIQUIDITY

20.000
AIRDROP

30.000
BURNING

100.000
PRIVATE SALE

500.000
PRESALE

TAX BUY

6%

5%

3%

TAX SELL

8%

5%

3%



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

FITURE

Fix apy

Fees

BUSD Reward

Anti Dump Mech.

Treasury Transparency

Buyback & Burning

Sustainable Chart Growth

Auto-Liquidity

Auto-Stalking

Anti-Crash Proof on Chart

Rug-Proof: No Manual Adjusting

99,999.99%

14/16 12/14

Failed

99.900

13/20

ALPHAPRO LOCKPAY SPHERE
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